
US President Donald Trump is not one to hold back
when it comes to indulging in nuclear and diplo-
matic brinkmanship with North Korea’s leader

whom he calls “Little Rocket Man”. True to form, after Kim
Jong-Un boasted that he could launch a devastating strike
on the US mainland from his desk, Trump took to Twitter.
With his trademark haphazard capitalization and punctua-
tion, Trump demanded: “Will someone from his depleted
and food starved regime please inform him that I too have
a Nuclear Button, but it is a much bigger & more powerful
one than his, and my Button works!”

But Kim’s New Year speech had not been limited to
similar bluster. He also suggested Pyongyang send a
Winter Games team to South Korea - and Seoul, in turn,
reciprocated by suggesting high-level talks. Trump’s earli-
er response to this idea was more cautious: “Perhaps that
is good news, perhaps not - we will see!”

Perhaps he was more ambivalent about the talks plan
because, on the face of it, the North’s 34-year-old dictator
may be calling the bluff of an antagonist he has dismissed
as the “mentally-deranged US dotard”. Trump’s “maximum
pressure campaign” was designed to plunge Pyongyang
into such international isolation that it is forced to give up
its nuclear program. Instead, Kim is making overtures to
Washington’s ally South Korea.

South Korean President Moon Jae-In’s party came to
office promising smoother ties with its neighbor, only to
see Kim test-fire missiles and Trump threaten “fire and
fury”. Moon’s unification minister Cho Myoung-Gyon is
now offering to hold “talks with the North at any time and

place in any form” - perhaps as early as next week.
Washington has also suggested talks to end the stand-off,
but only if Kim accepts he must give up his expanding
nuclear arsenal before joining the international community.

If Moon’s opening marks a crack in allied solidarity, it
will be a blow for this policy, and not one that US ambas-
sador to the UN Nikki Haley would accept lightly. “We
won’t take any of the talks seriously if they don’t do some-
thing to ban all nuclear weapons in North Korea,” she told
reporters at the United Nations on Tuesday. “We don’t
think we need a Band-Aid and we don’t think we need to
smile and take a picture,” she insisted. “North Korea can
talk with anyone they want, but the US is not going to rec-
ognize it or acknowledge it until they agree to ban the
nuclear weapons that they have.” Kim has shown no will-
ingness to surrender his expensively assembled arsenal,
especially now that it appears to include a missile theoreti-
cally capable of hitting US mainland cities.

Will Moon blink? 
In his New Year address, the provocative autocrat

instead vowed to “mass-produce nuclear warheads and
ballistic missiles and to speed up their deployment.” So
will Moon seize the opportunity of talks on North Korea’s
Olympics team to seek a way to live more safely on the
doorstep of a new nuclear power? US State Department
spokesman Heather Nauert insists not. “Kim Jong-Un may
be trying to drive a wedge of some sort between the two
nations - between our nation and the Republic of Korea,”
she said. “I can assure you that that will not happen. That

will not occur. We are very skeptical of Kim Jong-Un’s sin-
cerity in sitting down and having talks.” Amid the uncer-
tainty, risk specialists are nervous that a miscalculation by
either side could lead to disaster. Ian Bremmer, president
of the Eurasia Group, warns that the period when the
world could put off a decision on the North’s weapons has
come to an end. “Now what we see is that there are cer-
tain trends moving towards breakthrough and there are
certain trends moving towards confrontation,” he told
reporters. “The risk of miscalculation is high,” he warned.

Hell to pay 
North Korea, he notes, has tested an intercontinental

ballistic missile and now may feel more secure in terms of
being able to deter a pre-emptive American strike. “That’s
a positive,” Bremmer argued. “It allows them to talk about
reaching out to the South Koreans, the Chinese ... you
always want to negotiate from a stronger position.” Seoul,
meanwhile, sees that “Trump’s policy is an ‘America First
policy.’ It is not a South Korea first policy.”

Bremmer, who has spoken recently to South Korean
officials, said he sees a real chance Seoul may agree to
freeze joint military exercises with the US to secure talks
with Kim. This would be a win for China and a rebuff for
Washington, which refuses to accept any equivalence
between the US military stance and Kim’s illegal nuclear
program. Trump may choose to play along with such a
regional solution, or even seek credit for it. Or he may
continue to insist that Kim backs down - boosting the
chance of war. —AFP 
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Washington Watch

By Dr James J Zogby 

Ever since we learned that 80 percent of self-
described “born-again” Christians supported
Donald Trump’s candidacy for president, there

has been a discussion about how these Christians
define their faith. This debate recently intensified when
an even greater percentage of Alabama’s “born-again”
Christians voted for Roy Moore in that state’s senate
contest. At stake in this discussion are critical issues
about how believers understand and practice being
Christian. 

It is important to note that this matter of under-
standing how people define and practice their faith is
not unique to Christianity. It is a question being
addressed by scholars in every religion. A few weeks
ago, I was in Abu Dhabi speaking at the 2017 Global
Peace Forum convened by Sheikh Abdullah bin Bayyah.
The sheikh annually invites Muslim scholars, leaders,
and government officials dealing with religious affairs
together with Christian and Jewish figures to engage in
dialogue on issues related to peace, tolerance, modera-
tion in religion, and dialogue among the world’s faiths.   

I was asked to prepare a presentation for the Forum
on how Arab Muslims view their faith and how their
self-definition corresponds with their attitudes toward
social and political life. While I have a PhD in
Comparative Religions, I am also a pollster and have
been surveying attitudes across the Middle East for
over a decade and a half. And so, as I set out to exam-
ine how Arabs understand what it means to be reli-
gious, I thought it best to ask the question in polls and
let a self-definition emerge from their responses. 

During the past two years, we have been engaged in
an exhaustive examination of the attitudes of Arab
Muslims toward their religion. We have looked at how
they understand their faith, how they practice it, and
how they see its role in relation to the state and society.
For my report to the forum, I drew on the findings of
two major studies in which we surveyed 35,000
Muslim citizens in 10 Arab countries. For my report to
the Forum I focused on the results from five countries:
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Tunisia, and Morocco. 

Differences 
What the poll data demonstrated was that not all

Muslims are the same. There are differences, from
country-to-country, in how they understand their faith
and how they see its role in their lives and societies.
What was interesting were the absence of any signifi-
cant differences in the overall attitudes among demo-
graphic groups (age, gender, education, or income).
The major differences we found were attitudinal -
mainly between those who self-described as “very reli-
gious” or those who self-described as “moderately reli-
gious” or less. The differences between these two
groups are profound. 

Those who say they are “very religious” are more
formalist in their view of their faith and more observant
of rituals (we termed them “formalists”). They pray
more often, go to their mosques more frequently, spend
more time listening to religious programming, and con-
sulting fatwas. They also say that they are less tolerant
of other faiths and sects and have a negative view of
modernity.  The size of these self-described “very reli-
gious” varied from country-to-country. They were
one-half of all Saudis, two-fifths of Tunisians, but only
about one-quarter of Emiratis, Moroccans and
Egyptians. 

It is also noteworthy that this group of self-
described “very religious” Muslims largely believe that
their own countries are moving in the wrong direction.
They say that they believe that religious groups should
become more political and seek to govern. And when
religious groups do govern, this group of self-
described “very religious” Muslims see them as having
been effective in making their countries stronger and
protecting the rights of all citizens. As an extension of
this, these self-described “very religious” Muslims are
significantly more inclined to see a strong role for the
state in religious affairs, and believe in the enforcement
of a strict definition of sharia. And, to a significant
degree, they believe in the importance of establishing
the caliphate. 

Finally, it is with some concern that we note that
those who say they are “very religious” are somewhat
more inclined than their compatriots to see extremist
groups like Daesh or Al-Qaeda to be “mostly right”,
while disagreeing with things they have done.  On the
other hand, the second group we identified in our stud-
ies, are those who describe themselves as “moderately
religious” or less.  The size of this group also varies
from country-to-country. They are three-quarters of
Emiratis, Moroccans, and Egyptians, three-fifths of
Tunisians, and one-half of all Saudis. 

This group says that they pray and go to their local
mosque “as often as they can” and do not report listen-
ing often to religious programming or consulting fat-
was (we termed them “adapters”). They also say they
are more tolerant of other faiths and sects and have a
positive view of modernity. Self-described “moderately
religious” Muslims strongly support the view that their
own countries are moving in the right direction. Rather
than rigid ritual observance, they tend to support the
notion that religion should lead one to live a better
more moral life. 

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the
Arab American Institute
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Kim Olympic gambit pushes Trump button

Iranian authorities are concerned that
nationwide unrest will undermine the cler-
ical establishment and want to stamp out

the protests quickly, senior government offi-
cials say. But the person with the most to lose
is President Hassan Rouhani. While several
senior officials said there was concern that
prolonged unrest would damage the legitima-
cy and influence of the country’s religious
leaders, few insiders see the unrest as an exis-
tential threat to that leadership, which has
ruled since the 1979 revolution and is now
controlled by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, the ultimate authority in Iran’s sys-
tem of dual clerical and republican rule.

The biggest loser, they say, is likely to be
Rouhani, who is much more closely tied to the
country’s economic policies. “Of course
Rouhani and his government will have less
power afterwards, especially because his eco-
nomic policy was criticized during the unrest,”
said political analyst Hamid Farahvashian. “He
will be a lame-duck president and Khamenei
will have more power.”

Much of the protesters’ anger has focused
on what Rouhani and his government have
failed to deliver: an economic boom promised
as the payoff for the 2015 deal that curbed
Iran’s disputed nuclear program in return for
world powers lifting sanctions. Protesters are
angry that Iran’s youth unemployment rate is
edging towards 30 percent, want higher
wages and an end to alleged graft. They have
chanted slogans against all of Iran’s leaders,
including the clerical elite, and attacked police
vehicles, banks and mosques as the unrest
widened.

“The continuation of the protests will lead
to a legitimacy crisis,” said one senior official
close to Rouhani, asking not to be named due
to the sensitivity of the issue. “People have
economic demands ... of course these

demands should be taken seriously ... of
course the establishment should listen to the
people, but all these can be discussed in a
calm atmosphere,” the official said.

Some conservatives have pushed for a
hardline approach, even though bloodshed
could fuel more protests in the largest
wave of demonstrations since
nationwide unrest in 2009. “So
far, security forces have not
tried to prevent the
demonstrations .... but
this will change if
(Khamenei) calls for
an end to the street
protests and demon-
strators defy his
call,” said one former
Iranian official from
the reformist camp.

Even if the unrest
is quelled, the
demands of tens of
thousands of restless
working class youths
who have taken to the
streets are unlikely to
dissipate. Khamenei
spoke publicly for the
first time about the crisis
on Tuesday, accusing
Iran’s enemies of stirring
unrest but saying no more.
A statement on his website
said he would address the
nation about the events “when
the time is right”.

The Limits of Rouhani’s
Power

The protesters have little
chance of toppling the cleri-
cal leaders, who appear to be
retaining control of the mili-
tary, police, and security
forces and have no compunc-
tion about using them,
according to one US official
following the developments.
Rouhani, who was elected in
2013, is more exposed. He is
seen as a pragmatist at odds
with Iran’s hardliners and has

said in response to the protests that Iranians
have a right to criticise the authorities. But he
has a fight on his hands because of growing

r e s e n t m e n t

over high prices and allegations of corruption.
“His power is limited in Iran’s ruling system.
Public discontent is increasing ... people are
losing their faith in the establishment system,”
a third Iranian official said. “The leaders are
well aware of this fact and its dangerous con-

sequences.” US officials fear the likeliest
outcome of the protests is discrediting

what one called Rouhani’s “moderate
brand of moderation” and a harsher
crackdown by the clerical authori-
ties. “It’s an open question whether
Rouhani ever intended to keep
any of his promises, but he hasn’t
delivered, especially on the eco-
nomic front, and that means he
has no popular support and is
expendable to Khamenei,” said a
second US official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity to discuss
intelligence matters. “He’s likely to
be one of the casualties, though
maybe not immediately.”

Rouhani has blamed his prede-
cessor and the United States, Iran’s
long-time adversary, for the econo-
my’s shortcomings. But his govern-
ment has also backtracked on

planned fuel price rises and promised
more jobs. Rouhani may need to
spend more money to create more
employment if he is to ease discon-
tent, and could risk antagonizing
powerful interests if he tries to
address allegations of corruption.
His vulnerability and the deep divi-
sions in Iran’s hierarchy have fuelled
suspicions among some of his sym-
pathizers that conservative rivals
may have played a hand in the crisis.

“It was a coup against Rouhani
and his achievements ... The aim was
to harm Rouhani,” said Saeed Leylaz,
a political analyst close to the pro-
reform movement. But a fourth official

in Tehran said the nationwide protests
had united Iran’s leadership. “At this

point it is not important whether a politi-
cal faction initiated the unrest to harm the

rival group,” the official said. 
“The unrest was hijacked by our ene-

mies ... that is why all factions have united to
protect the Islamic Republic.” —Reuters 

Rouhani has
most to lose in
Iran protests 


